The 16th annual HD Awards is the industry’s premier competition, which celebrates the best in hospitality and product design in the last year by honoring the owners, designers, architects, and manufacturers behind the impressive creations.

Last year’s event generated close to 1,000 entries, and over 400 professionals from leading design, architecture, purchasing firms, and hotel and restaurant brands. It is one of the only design competitions that honors the people behind the industry’s most breathtaking products and spaces. Come celebrate with us on September 14, 2020, at the beautiful Cipriani 25 Broadway in New York.
2019 Attendees

BYRD EMERALD EXPOSITIONS
CAREY HOMAGE HOSPITALITY
CHAFFIN DURKAN
CHANG BILL ROONEY STUDIO
CHOWDERY IAN SCHRAGER COMPANY
CHRISTEY INC ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
CLAUSSEN CLAUSSEN CONCEPTS
COBB COASTAL SHOWER DOORS
COCHRAN IAN SCHRAGER COMPANY
CRAWLEY JEFFERY BEERS
DA PUINET CONCRETE-LCOA
DAVIS ROTTE
DE CAMPS GENSLER
DELLI SIDE FOSCARINI
DODGE DURKAN
DORR SHADEMAKER/JARDINICO
EMMELRING FRANZ VIEGNER
FATTA ASPECTA NORTH AMERICA
FAUGHNAN HIGHGATE HOTELS
FAUST BOUTELLIER
FAY GETTYS
FELTON MANDY L COLLECTION
FERNANDEZ INTERIORS FROM SPAIN
FINN EMERALD EXPOSITIONS
FIORE KENNIE PRECIOUS
FLEMING FOQARTY FINGER
FONNER MONTEVERDI TUSCANY
FORDHAM BLANCO POPPENPOHL
FRANK HIGHGATE
FUCARINO WOODS
FUKUYAMA JEFFERY BEERS
GALTIER MANDY L COLLECTION
GAUJAL MARSET
GAUR VURSIRIUS STUDIO
GHOSDIN EMER LE TIER
GODDEJ NOV CARPETS
GOLDMAN EQUINOX HOTELS
GRANADOS COSENTINO
GRAZI INDI EWALLS
HAGGERT WILLIAMS SONOMA
HALPERN TARKETT
HAMDARD VIBIA
HANNOOJ WILLIAMS SONOMA
HARRI MR NOURISON HOSPITALITY
HERLES EQUINOX HOTELS
HOGBOOM EQUINOX HOTELS
HOLLY PRECIOUS
JASSIN ILL
JEVER THE LODGING CONFERENCE
JOHNSON BILL ROONEY STUDIO
JOSSELM JEFFERY BEERS INTERNATIONAL
KASTL CHAMPALIMAUD
KASTOVSKY PRECIOUS
KIDDER THE CARROLL ADAMS GROUP
KIM KRAUSE SAWYER
KING GENSLER
KING SHELBY WILLIAMS
KLINKOSE CARROLL ADAMS
KUHN OAT FOUNDRY
LANDRUM SUMMER CLASSICS
LANGSTAFF ASPECTA
LASZKOWSKI FOGARTY FINGER
LAWRENCE HOMAGE HOSPITALITY
LEERMAN MONTEVERDI TUSCANY
LM ANDY L COLLECTION
LOOYEN LOONEY AND ASSOCIATES
MAHBAN INC ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
MALONEY DURKAN
MCBRIDE AURIC ROAD
MCCOOY WILLIAMS SONOMA
MCMURRAY ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING
MENCHIONS REPUBLIC OF I.B.IV
MILLER INC ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
MOURTIER THE CRAFT
MUÑOZ INTERIORS FROM SPAIN
NUGRAHA TAO GROUP

OUTERBRIDGE MONTEVERDI TUSCANY
PANCARO VARASCHIN
PARACUELLOS NOW CARPETS
PARKER THE CARROLL ADAMS GROUP
PARREIRA FLUTIS
PENNINGTON PORCELANOS
PIMKINA PARTNER ASHETIQUE
POLACEK ROSEBERNARD
RICHTER EQUINOX HOTELS
ROUWENDAL STUDENT
RUY TARKETT
SHAI INC ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
SHAI NAMMARQUINA
SHATZ MANDY L COLLECTION
SHOE MAKER RAJEN HOSPITALITY DESIGN
SHU MAN OF PARTS
SONKE DEDON
STEINMEIER CONNEAUT & CORTINA LEATHER
STEMPLAR PROVENANCE
STENGER HIGH TOWER
STOBBS MARRIOTT
STRAEHLE STUDENT
TARTAGLIA SOLIO RA RADIANT SYSTEMS
TORMES PARK TORMES
TRIKOVA PRECIOUS
TULL DORNBRACHT
VENTIMIGLIA COSENTINO
VIA INTERIORS FROM SPAIN
VOLISK PRECIOUS
WATSON VILLEROY & BOCH
WATSOC MAN OF PARTS
WEILL CONNEAUT & CORTINA LEATHER
WEINSTEIN HIGHGATE HOTELS
WELLMAN TARKETT
WHEELER MARRIOTT
WILDENHAUS STUDIO TWIST
WINTERS PAOLA LENTI & LISTONE GIORDANO
YOIN VURSIRIUS STUDIO
ZEUER PORCELANOS
ZIMMER HIGHGATE HOTELS
BARBACCIA ASTHETIQUE
BLOOD LARK HOTELS
BRAGINA GACHOT STUDIOS
CALLELOW MICHAEL K CHEN ARCHITECTURE
CAGLI GACHOT STUDIOS
CHAIRAOEN DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE CO.
CHARTVTUKORBKUL DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE CO.
CHEN MICHAEL K CHEN ARCHITECTURE
CLIFTON JESTICO + WHILES
COHEN PARTS AND LABOR DESIGN
COLLINS GACHOT STUDIOS
COOPER ASH NYC
COOPEL OLARENA
DOES MORTON JOHNSON DESIGN
DEBEL MARTIN BRUDNIZKI’S DESIGN STUDIO
DELA ROSA SHEEDY/DELA ROSA INTERIORS
ELMORE KRAMERDESIGNGROUP
FUCHSOVA * JESTICO + WHILES
GESCH MICHAEL HSU OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURE
GIDARI LDV HOSPITALITY
HECKMAN ASH NYC
HENEY MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL
HIGGIN BOTHAM LOONEY & ASSOCIATES
KENNEDY PARTS AND LABOR DESIGN
KENNEDY PARTNER ELDERS + ASH
KHAN MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL
KORNELL MARTIN BRUDNIZKI’S DESIGN STUDIO
LEAVELL GULF STATE PARK PROJECT
LEMONI MARTIN BRUDNIZKI’S DESIGN STUDIO
LEVITT PARTS AND LABOR DESIGN
MAIFIELD LEGAT ARCHITECTS
MASON GACHOT STUDIOS
MAZZARINI BHD DESIGN
MEHRLE ASTHETIQUE
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SHAMROCK OWNER ERICA SHAMROCK TEXTILES
TODOROVA GENE KAUFMAN
ADAMS SALT DESIGN
BAYHA HOSPITALITY DESIGN
BECK-KING WOLF GORDON
BORKOWICZ WOLF GORDON
BREZA ORIENTAL WEAVERS HOSPITALITY
BUCK DEGARMT DESIGN CONSULTING
CARTER GODDELMAN SALES
CHANDNANI WIMBERLY INTERIORS
COBBI COASTAL SHOWER DOORS
D’AMATO WOLF GORDON
DOUGHERTY HOSPITALITY DESIGN
ELLIS JEFFREY BEERS
FLORENZ GENSLER
GAFFNEY EMERALD EXPOSITIONS
GIBSON WOLF GORDON
GIRARDELLO CLAYBROOK INTERIORS
GOODMAN GODDELMAN SALES
HEISTERBERG DAC ART CONSULTING
LEICHTWEIS Z WINGCOOLE
NOLL 8DA Z WINGCOOLE
ROBERT WOLF GORDON
ROSSER CLAYBROOK INTERIORS
VELUZ HOK
YOUNG HOSPITALITY DESIGN MAGAZINE
YOUNG WIMBERLY INTERIORS
ERDHEIM HOSPITALITY OUTSIDE SALES HOLLY HUNT
TRAUTMANN MANAGER PHILIP JEFFRIES LTD.
CASEY NINE DOT ARTS
WEIDMANN NINE DOT ARTS
HALE ESQ ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
MOSAIC DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
METZLER ESQ ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
PECARD ESQ ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
ANDREWJKSI LIME TREE HOSPITALITY
FONTANE DALTILE
GOLDBERG LIME TREE HOSPITALITY
MILLER DH COMPANIES
SHAFER DH COMPANIES
TOBAR USA HANSROHGE
CIMORELLI SUITE 22 CONTRACT
DEHART WIGGINS
KAZEMEINI SUITE 22 CONTRACT
MURRAY EMES TELER
RABHI EMES TELER
SASEN ORIENTAL WEAVERS HOSPITALITY
BOHNE COURISTAN
VISHAN CHAMPA BROTHERS
ZWEBON 25R
STEIN PHILIP STEIN DESIGN COLLECTIVE
CIRILLO SUITE 22 CONTRACT
LILLO CREATIVO WANNA ONE NON
CHAVEZ WALTERS
SCOTT HAYWOODS INTERNATIONAL
FROG CONCRETE LCD
DREBIN THG PARIS
STOWELL THG PARIS
TOPHAM FCA US LLC
YAMAZAKI YUI YAMAZAKI ARCHITECTURE
SHEU AVENUE ROAD
D’ULISSE SUITE 22 CONTRACT
DULISSE SUITE 22 CONTRACT
FLETCHER BELMOND
OLBRY MICHAIL HSU OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURE
RUSHBROOK II BY IV DESIGN
LEVINSON WHOLESALE ARTISTIC TILE
MORIARTY STUDIO TWIST LLC
TARTAGLIA SOLAIRA
DANIELS ROCKWELL GROUP
QUO DADA GOLDBERG
CROWE CALGARY K CHER ARCHITECTURE
ELMORE KRAEMER DESIGN GROUP
BUSHOLLARI BELLINO
GARAHAN KOHLER CO.
KUSUCUQUOGLU AFK STRATEGIES INC.
TULL DORNBRACHT
KUMAR KRAUS SAWYER
CREIGHTON STONEHILL TAYLOR
HUI JEFFREY BEERS
AYAZ HOSPITALITY HOTELS
WHITE STUDIO TACK
PEERSON STUDIO TACK
QUARINO STUDIO TACK
YUPANGCO STUDIO TACK
KITCHEN STUDIO TACK
CASEY DLG GROUP
MAGRANN MAKERADY
ZHEN SPACE ENHANCEMENT
ZINAN SPACE ENHANCEMENT
GOODMAN GOODMAN CHARLETON DESIGN
BERGER RESTORATION HARDWARE
STROBINO RESTORATION HARDWARE
MAYER WHATISYOURDA
OBEID PARTS AND LABOR DESIGN NEW YORK CITY
KAWABATA PARTS AND LABOR DESIGN NEW YORK CITY
PELSTRING PARTS AND LABOR DESIGN NEW YORK CITY
CUOCIO
FERNANDEZ
HASLHofer JAN SHRAGER COMPANY
HALL CAN BORDOY
TUSKE NEUEHOUSE
BRODEY JACLO
MAUGERI ABH DUBAI INVESTMENT AUTHORITY
LOCKE NEIL LOCKE & ASSOCIATES
ESPINO DIARQ
BRAGINA GACHOT STUDIO
GIEIER $55 INTERNATIONAL
PETRE KUDADOO MALDIVES
WILLIAMSON FIVE FIVE FIVE ($55)
SHUTZE SHUTZE STUDIO
JONES MARSET
OLSON ACRE CREATIVE
SAENZ JUNIPER
SADOVE WEST ELM
GEYER BELMOND
CHU MAYER DAVIS
GENEHR MAYER DAVIS
NEESE ANUS ET CIE
SHAPIEL MORGAN STANLEY
CELA BASALT ARCHITECTS
KHALAF
ROSEN GFI
GRiffin THE HOKTON
FORNACI GIOMETRONIC
SCHECHTER EOA
MEISELS HOTEL JOAQUIN
BUSTAMANTE FOG & APPLE
STELLEJES REVAMP
WARNBURTON THE CARROLL ADAMS GROUP
BARRAZA CHAMPAU MAUD DESIGN
WALKER POGGENPOHL
BROCKMAN DEBORAH BERKE PARTNERS
ALLARDYCE HYATT
HIGGINS MARRIOTT
WILNER RENWIL HOSPITALITY
ROBERT OFFICE UNDATED
VANDERHORST STUDIO NORT
JACOBI STUDIO NORT
KIM FOGARTY FINGER
ROBERT DALTILE
WAL PROVINCIAL HERITAGE
ELY DADA GOLDBERG
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsorship Level</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **TITLE SPONSOR**  | $10,250   | - Limited to 3 non-competing title sponsors  
- Full page ad in event program  
- Full page sponsor recognition ad in Hospitality Design magazine  
- Company recognition in all print and digital marketing leading up to the event  
- 15 company tickets to the event with table seating for 10-12 near the stage  
- Opportunity to show a brief (1-2 minute) company video during the event  
- Signage at the event and recognition from the podium  
- Pre-event dinner (night before) with award judges and selected winners  
- Pre-event cocktail reception (day of event) for sponsors/winners only  
- Opportunity to include a gift in attendee gift bag |
| **VIP SEATING**     | $7,000    | - Limited to 3 non-competing sponsors  
- Full page ad in the event program  
- Full page sponsor recognition ad in Hospitality Design magazine  
- 10 company tickets to the event with table seating near stage  
- Company recognition in all print and digital marketing leading up to the event  
- Signage at the event and recognition from the podium  
- Pre-event cocktail reception (day of event) for sponsors/winners only  
- Opportunity to include a gift in attendee gift bag |
| **EVENT SPONSOR**   | $4,750    | - Limited to 10 sponsors  
- Full page ad in event program  
- Full page sponsor recognition ad in Hospitality Design magazine  
- Company recognition in all print and digital marketing leading up to the event  
- 8 company tickets to the event  
- Signage at the event and recognition from the podium  
- Pre-event cocktail reception (day of event) for sponsors/winners only  
- Opportunity to include a gift in attendee gift bag |
| **STEP AND REPEAT** | $5,250    | - 8 company tickets to the event  
- Displayed in a prominent area for photos, with logo featured on the backdrop  
- All photos will feature the sponsor’s logo  
- Photographer will take group photos at the request of the sponsor  
- Signage at the event and recognition from the podium |
| **PHOTO BOOTH**     | $5,250    | - 8 company tickets to the event  
- Signage at the event and recognition from the podium  
- All photos will feature the sponsor’s logo |
| **SUPPORTING SPONSOR** | $1,500 | - 3 company tickets to the event  
- 1/2 page ad in event program  
- Company logo on signage at the event |

**Contact Us**

- **PAUL BIENKOWSKI**  
  Publisher  
  860.655.3134  
  pbienkowski@cox.net

- **LILIANA CONNOLLY**  
  East/Midwest Brand Strategy Manager  
  781.492.1509  
  lil@viscidi.com

- **GERRY KREGER**  
  Western Brand Strategy Manager  
  323.999.0991  
  kregerg@aol.com

- **NEIL HOCHMAN**  
  NY-CT-NJ-PA Brand Strategy Manager  
  917.434.5663  
  neil@viscidi.com